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Naha Hoshen

Naha Hoshen is a NPC played by Ametheliana.

Naha Hoshen

Species & Gender: Iromakuanhe, Female
Year of Birth: AR 915/ 03 YE

Height: 5'8“
Weight: 145 lbs

Organization: Ivuori
Occupation: Scientist, Solan Starworks

Rank: None
Current Placement: Mazerin (Hashida Peaks Region)

Physical Description

Green eyes look out from her chalk-white and slender face, which often holds her expression vividly for
an instant before it turns back to a twisted up grimace of sorts. She has grey hair that catches the light
and is almost as pale as her skin. She speas in low decibals in a sing-songy voice hat carries to only the
ears closest, unless she is sparring or under duress, in which case she is as loud as can be.

Personality

Slow to warm describes her well, as she holds many secrets behind her green eyes. She doesn't like
meeting new people and sticks close to those she knows. Her habits are predominantly habitual, such as
tucking her hair behind her horn, putting on her lab coat left arm before the right, pushing the pipettes
around to form even numbers, and the like.
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History

Skills Learned

Naha Hoshen has the following notable skills:

Chemistry: Naha has studied chemistry and understands not just the basics, but the finer points to
the science. She strives to grasp more of the knowledge of the properties and changes of matter.

Somatic Tuning: Naha has come to believe that genetic modifications are the way in which an
Iromakuanhe can reach new heights and studied it voraciously, coming to understand it to the
utmost degrees.

Symbiotics: This Ivurori finds joy in splicing living organsims together to find a new way of living. It
would be giving her little credit to say it is something she comprehends. Rather, it is something she
lives and breathes outside of inorganic chemistry.

Communications: She can use OGNEIR.net Commonwealth Communications Grid, Solanii "IroCom"
Personal Computer, and Solanii Datarod to communicate with the rest of the Commonwealth.

Medical: She can use Prajna and Prajna Gel, Buoslik, and other medical instruments, procedures,
and techniques with outstanding abilities.

Social Connections

Naha is connected to:

Othal Mohar (Co-researcher, Hundredfold Palm sparring partner)

Inventory & Finance

Naha Hoshen currently has 12000 KD.

OOC Information

In the case ametheliana becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? NO
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? NO
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Character Data
Character Owner Ametheliana
Character Status NPC Available for GM or FM use
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